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Walt Whitman: a Current BiBliography
ali ahsan, Syed.  “Whitman and nazrul.”  The New Nation [Bangladesh] 
(September 25, 2009).  [Discusses similarities and differences between 
Whitman and Bengali poet nazrul islam, arguing that “Whitman’s deep 
influence on nazrul islam is obvious,” as demonstrated by juxtaposing 
“Song of myself” to nazrul’s “Vidrohi,” and “pioneers! o pioneers!” to 
nazrul’s “agrapathik.”] 
Balazs, Frederic.  “Song—after Walt Whitman.” 2009.  [Choral work for 
choir and orchestra, based on Whitman’s “Sea-Drift,” premiered novem-
ber, 2009, performed by the tucson Symphony orchestra with the tucson 
arizona Boys Chorus, conducted by george hanson.]
Blalock, Stephanie m.  “‘my Dear Comrade Frederickus’: Walt Whitman and 
Fred gray.”  Walt Whitman Quarterly Review 27 (Summer/Fall 2009), 49-65. 
[offers detailed biographical information (and two photographs) of Whit-
man’s close friend, Fred gray, and examines the nature of what Whitman 
called the “Fred gray association,” “a circle of new york comrades,” some 
of them “highly literate and upwardly mobile,” who frequented pfaff’s beer 
hall and had “ties to the nearby new york hospital”; traces Whitman’s con-
tinuing associations with gray and his associates throughout the poet’s life.] 
Borch, Christian.  “Body to Body: on the political anatomy of Crowds.” 
Sociological Theory 27 (September 2009), 271-290.  [reads Whitman’s 
work as “lyrical sociology” and “an important supplement to the theories 
that explain crowd or collective behavior in rational (and, one may add, 
nonlyrical) categories,” and analyzes Whitman’s “political vision” and his 
“conception of crowds,” which stress “the political import of sexuality and 
bodily affect in the masses,” arguing that “the crowd may embody a demo-
cratic vision that emphasizes the social and political import of sexuality 
and body-to-body contact”; views Whitman’s celebration of crowds in the 
context of work by nineteenth-century French crowd psychologist gustave 
le Bon and twentieth-century hungarian writer elias Canetti.]
Bradley, Jonathan.  “Whitman’s Calamus.”  Explicator 67 (Summer 2009), 263-
267.  [argues that Whitman’s change of title from “live oak, with moss” to 
“Calamus” “reflects his desire to have his homoerotic poems present a more 
positive, unifying and democratic image rather than the negative implica-
tion of isolation established in conventional nineteenth-century discourse,” 
since a live oak is “a lonely oak tree,” while a calamus plant “often grows in 
‘clusters’ of other calamus plants, making it a more ‘brotherly’ symbol.”]
Bughouse 5.  “Walt Whitman.”  24 Hour Charlie.  Vancouver, Canada: north-
ern electric, 2006.  [CD containing the song “Walt Whitman,” written by 
Butch murphy, about the contrast between the singer’s lover and Whitman: 
“you ain’t no Walt Whitman.”]
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Champion, allison Brophy.  “the good grey poet in Culpeper.”  Culpeper 
[Virginia] Star-Exponent (September 7, 2009).  [reports on Clark B. hall’s 
and melissa Delcour’s accounts of how Whitman “traipsed the red dirt of 
Culpeper town and country for a few weeks in January and February 1864” 
and of how the house just outside of Culpeper where Whitman stayed is 
“even now all broken down [but] still stands.”]
Corrigan, John.  “american metempsychosis: emerson, Whitman and the 
new poetry.”  ph.D. Dissertation, university of toronto, 2009.  [inves-
tigates “emerson’s adaptation of the ancient concept of metempsychosis” 
and argues that “Whitman imagines his own poetic identity in terms of 
emersonian metempsychosis,” as his “american poet . . . comes to repre-
sent and embody the metempsychotic development of the american nation 
itself”; DAI-a 70 (april 2010).]
Cunningham, michael.  “a Self-invented man: the many meanings of Walt 
Whitman’s glasses.”  Yale Alumni Magazine 73 (January/February 2010). 
[meditates on “the matter of Walt Whitman’s glasses” and suggests that 
“it doesn’t seem impossible for Whitman to have decided that Walt Whit-
man, capital W capital W, would wear glasses, just as surely as he’d wear 
workingman’s clothes, a beard, and a big slouchy hat”; goes on to find that 
his “fragile pair of eyeglasses suggests . . . that the gulf between spirit and 
flesh is overrated, and that we can, in theory anyway, put on the glasses and, 
in so doing, call up some nascent inner being to become the man behind 
the glasses.”]
Cuvardic garcía, Dorde.  “La Oda a Walt Whitman: homenaje al poeta del 
pueblo y las multitudes.”  Revista de filología y lingüistica de la Unversidad de 
Costa Rica 32 (2007), 19-28.  [offers a reading of Federico garcía lorca’s 
ode to Whitman in Poet in New York and underscores lorca’s admiration of 
Whitman and Whitman’s impact on lorca’s poetics; in Spanish.]
Daley, lauren.  “levi’s ad gets her thinking.”  The Standard-Times [new 
Bedford, ma] (January 2, 2010).  [recounts watching a current television 
ad for levi’s jeans, with Will greer reading parts of Whitman’s “pioneers! 
o pioneers!,” and summarizes Whitman’s life and the poem.]
DeSpain, Jessica.  “Working through Whitman’s Contradictions.”  Papers on 
Language and Literature 45 (Summer 2009), 330-333.  [review of Jason 
Stacy, Walt Whitman’s Multitudes.]
Dow, William.  “Whitman’s 1855 Leaves of Grass: the incarnational and ‘hard 
Work and Blood.’”  in robert rehder and patrick Vincent, eds., American 
Poetry: Whitman to the Present (tübingen, germany: gunter narr, 2006), 
35-52.  [argues that “no poet matters more to the literary history of class 
in america than Walt Whitman” and proposes that the 1855 Leaves “shows 
that labor as opposed to property should be the dominant feature of the 
social order,” with “fraternal association and apprenticeship” serving “as 
the structuring principles of society”; goes on to propose that Whitman 
“establishes the notion of the incarnational to deal with the movements in 
class structure,” as the bodies he “represents, and incarnationally embodies, 
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doubles or becomes” in his poetry are “clearly indicated as working class, 
underclass, or slave,” and concludes that “Whitman’s blurring of bodies—
white, black, male, female, child, adult, alive, dead, free, slave—leads in 
sum not only to a breakdown of distinctions, but also entails the absorption 
of the class realms into the poet.”]
Downs, Stuart.  American Spring Song: The Selected Poems of Sherwood Anderson. 
Kent, oh: Kent State university press, 2007.  [introduction (xi-xxii) traces 
influences on anderson’s poetry, including “Walt Whitman’s poetry, the 
fitful birth of modernism, and sentimentalism at the turn of the century.”] 
Fetler, paul.  Violin Concerto No. 2 / Capriccio / Three Poems by Walt Whitman. 
redhill, Surrey, england: naxos, 2009.  [CD containing a performance of 
Fetler’s “three poems by Walt Whitman,” written in 1976, and featuring 
music to accompany “i am he that walks with the tender and growing night,” 
“Beat! Beat! Drums!,” and “ah, from a little child”; performed by the ann 
arbor Symphony orchestra, arie lipsky conducting, with aaron Berofsky 
on violin and thomas h. Blaske narrating the poems.]
Fitch, andrew.  “pop poetics: Between lyric and language.”  ph.D. Disser-
tation, City university of new york, 2009.  [investigates the relationship 
between pop art and pop poetry, with “their inclusion of low-brow com-
mercial iconography” and “tracks a perspective-based, serial-realist poetic 
strain inherited from Walt Whitman, emily Dickinson, gertrude Stein, 
and John Cage”; DAI-a 70 (may 2010).]
Fletcher, angus.  “the Book of a lifetime.”  in greil marcus and Werner 
S. Sollors, eds., A New Literary History of America (Cambridge: harvard 
university press, 2009), 306-312.  [offers a brief examination of how “Whit-
man’s life [is] virtually the story of the eight editions of his work” and how 
“we may connect him almost physically with his writing.”]
Folsom, ed.  “a previously unknown 1855 Albion notice: Whitman outed 
as his own reviewer.”  Walt Whitman Quarterly Review 27 (Summer/Fall 
2009), 78-80.  [examines a previously unrecorded notice of the first edition 
of Leaves of Grass published in the September 8, 1855, issue of The Albion, 
which “becomes the earliest known outing of Whitman as a writer of his 
own reviews”; goes on to discuss the history of Whitman writing reviews 
of his own work.]
Folsom, ed.  “Walt Whitman: a Current Bibliography.”  Walt Whitman Quar-
terly Review 27 (Summer/Fall 2009), 81-94.  
Friedl, herwig.  “Kunstvoll einfache Denk-Bewegungen: ein amerikanist-
ischer prolog zu einem Dialog zwischen europa und amerika.”  in astrid 
Böger, georg Schiller, and nicole Schröder, eds., Dialoge zwischen Amerika 
und Europa: Transatlantische Perpektiven in Philosophie, Literatur, Kunst und 
Musik (Francke, 2007), 17-44.  [Views emerson’s desire to seek interchange 
with others as a basis for transnational dialogue and tracks the cosmopolitan 
conception of an “american” identity in Whitman, William James, gertrude 
Stein, and e. l. Doctorow; in german.]
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genocchio, Benjamin.  “Sampling Whitman and art from the Civil War.” 
New York Times (october 30, 2009).  [review of the art exhibition, “Bold, 
Cautious, true: Walt Whitman and american art of the Civil War era,” 
showing at the Katonah museum of art; also reviews Kevin Sharp’s catalog 
of the exhibit.]
genoways, ted.  Walt Whitman and the Civil War: America’s Poet during the Lost 
Years of 1860-1862.  Berkeley: university of California press, 2009.  [of-
fers a close examination of Whitman’s activities during the first two years 
of the Civil War, seeking “to fill in the gap of Whitman’s years from 1860 
to 1862 . . . [and] to debunk the myth that Whitman was uninvolved in 
and unaffected by the country’s march to war”; contains many discoveries 
from newspaper and magazine archives about the publication of Whitman’s 
work, newly discovered correspondence, and important new information 
on many figures in Whitman’s life, including ellen eyre (who turns out, in 
actuality, to be a cross-dressing male con artist named William Kinney), 
henry Clapp, William thayer, James redpath, and others.]
gibian, peter.  review of David haven Blake, Walt Whitman and the Culture 
of American Celebrity.  Journal of American History 96 (June 2009), 220-221.
graber, Samuel.  “useful antagonists: transatlantic influence, Sectional-
ism, and Whitman’s nationalist project.”  Walt Whitman Quarterly Review 
27 (Summer/Fall 2009), 28-48.  [argues that, “faced with a splintering 
american nation and the possibility of a militarized mason-Dixon line, the 
antebellum Whitman conceived of the atlantic as the single relevant national 
border,” leading him—“in an improbable bid to exchange sectionalism for 
anglophobia”—to attack “the obstacles of sectionalism and transatlantic 
influence by treating them as part of the same problem, building his reputa-
tion as an authentically american writer through a strategic conflation of 
sectionalist and transatlantic pressures”; examines how Whitman’s antislav-
ery writings “pass over the South as the primary object of criticism, and . . . 
draw the transatlantic scene from the periphery to the center of the narrative 
of american slavery”; and reads a number of Whitman’s poems, includ-
ing “a Boston Ballad,” in the context of Whitman’s attempt to use British 
contempt for the united States as a spur for pulling the nation together.]
hanson, ellis.  review of michael robertson, Worshipping Walt.  Victorian 
Studies (Spring 2009), 558-559.
harris, Kirsten. “‘have the elder races halted?’: British Socialist readings of 
‘pioneers! o pioneers!’” 19: Interdisciplinary Studies in the Long Nineteenth 
Century, no. 9 (2009), www.19bbk.ac.uk. [examines the British reprinting 
of “pioneers! o pioneers!” in William michael rossetti’s Poems by Walt 
Whitman (1868) and ernest rhys’s The Poems of Walt Whitman (1886), 
emphasizing the way rhys “used ‘pioneers’ within [a] democratic social 
framework” and adopted it “in such a way that its americanness was largely 
side-stepped and it could be used instead to further the socialist cause within 
Britain”; goes on to note that other British readers, including the Bolton 
Whitmanite J. W. Wallace, adapted “the military metaphor of ‘pioneers’ to 
broader social ends.”]
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Jones, paul Christian.  “‘that i could look . . . on my own crucifixion and 
bloody crowning’: Walt Whitman’s anti-gallows Writing and the appeal 
to Christian Sympathy.”  Walt Whitman Quarterly Review 27 (Summer/Fall 
2009), 1-27.  [traces “Whitman’s involvement in the anti-capital punish-
ment movement . . . from his impassioned anti-gallows editorials for various 
periodicals to his transference of these expressions” into Leaves of Grass, 
“especially in terms of his arguments for sympathy for condemned criminals 
and his use of the rhetoric of ‘Christian sympathy,’ a rhetoric very common 
in antebellum anti-gallows arguments.”]
Kern, louis J.  “‘the united States themselves [are] essentially the greatest 
poem’: Fraternity, personalism, and a new World metaphysics in Democratic 
Vistas.”  in robert rehder and patrick Vincent, eds., American Poetry: Whit-
man to the Present (tübingen, germany: gunter narr, 2006), 21-36.  [traces 
the “evolution” of Democratic Vistas from its origins “in precedent editions 
of Leaves of Grass and the text of [Whitman’s] Blue Book (1860-61)” and 
through “three preliminary drafts,” arguing that the essay’s “basic argu-
ments” and its “philosophical concerns” were not “influenced or provoked 
by Carlyle”; goes on to discover “the dynamic tension of the work” in the 
“antagonistic dialogue” between “two sign systems”: “the dreaded specter of 
ancient feudalism versus the piously anticipated democracy of the future.”] 
Kickasola, matthew louis.  “granville Bantock and the english Choral imagi-
nation.”  ph.D. Dissertation, Washington university, 2009.  [part of the 
dissertation explores composer Bantock’s 1913 notes for a “five-movement 
symphony on Walt Whitman’s poetry,” a symphony that never materialized; 
DAI-a 70 (January 2010).]
Krysinski, Wladimir. “Canonisations et décanonisations transocéaniques de 
Whitman.” in Daniela Ciani Forza, ed., Quale America? Soglie e culture di 
un continente (Venice: mazzanti, 2007), 2:203-211.  [reprint of an essay 
originally in Revue de Littérature Comparée 78 (october-December 2004), 
391-399; in French.]
Kuhlman, ardis.  “Shifting Views of Death: Brady, Whitman, Bierce, and 
Crane.”  m.a. thesis, South Dakota State university, 2009.  [examines 
how Whitman, ambrose Bierce, and Stephen Crane “portrayed the truth of 
war that the soldiers already knew,” representing death “away from romantic 
views toward a realization of its horrific realities”; MAI 48 (February 2010).]
leypoldt, günter.  Cultural Authority in the Age of Whitman: A Transatlantic 
Perspective.  edinburgh, Scotland: edinburgh university press, 2009. 
[investigates “the emergence of Whitmanian authority” as a transatlantic 
and transhistorical discursive construct and views it from a number of 
angles, examining romantic notions of national style as a kind of music, 
place-centered concepts of national aesthetics (“spatial imaginaries we as-
sociate with the so-called ‘nature’s nation’ construct”), aesthetic effects 
of democratic institutions, and Whitman’s reinvention between the 1870s 
and 1940s (“the dialectical construction of a modernist Whitman during 
his retrospective canonization”) as the wild variety of perceptions about 
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Whitman’s work were “narrowed into a modernist version of Whitman’s 
nationalist program.”]
macpherson, anne marie and richard.  “meditations on Leaves of Grass.” 
raleigh, nC: lulu, 2009. [Spoken word CD, with orchestrated passages 
re-interpreting Whitman’s poems as hymns and chants.]
marshall, alan. American Experimental Poetry and Democratic Thought. new 
york: oxford university press, 2009. [argues that american experimental 
poetry, from Whitman to oppen, “has been animated by a communicative 
imperative, a power of recognition, whose impulsive life and continuing 
resonance are insistently political” and proposes “grander narratives of 
philosophical and historical comparison,” which he calls “visionary history,” 
in contrast to ideological contextual saturation; Chapter one, “the Flag of 
his Disposition: Whitman’s posture,” provides a reading of tocqueville’s 
Democracy in America, opposing tocqueville’s anxiety about a democratic 
world “reduced to appearances,” lacking in supernatural and social inequal-
ity, to the way in which seeing, for Whitman, is “the only possible basis for 
the appreciation, rugged and imperfect as that always is, of the diverse, 
democratic, differentiated other”; reads Calamus, “a Sight in Camp in the 
Daybreak gray and Dim,” “the Wound Dresser,” and “Song of myself” 
“back through” Freud and Donald Winnicott, to explain that a “maternal 
posture,” a “posture of nursing,” and ultimately an “experiential posture” 
present the “dynamics of touching and seeing in Whitman’s poetry…which 
is the source of its tenderness and its peculiar eroticism, and which is more-
over its handle on the world.”]
mcCarl, Clayton.  “la ciudad a la deriva: nueva york en las obras de Walt 
Whitman y José martí” [“the City adrift: new york in the Works of Walt 
Whitman and José martí”].  LLJournal 1 (2006), 98-107.  [examines 
similarities and differences in the ways Whitman and martí viewed and 
represented nineteenth-century new york City, arguing that their differ-
ent new yorks derived from their distinct political agendas, with Whitman 
using new york as evidence of his utopian vision of human solidarity and 
martí using new york to unveil the suffering and dehumanization of labor-
ers, but with both writers concerned about the declining state of american 
democracy; in Spanish.]
mcClendon, aaron D.  “Composing the nation: Writers of the american 
renaissance and music.”  ph.D. Dissertation, Saint louis university, 2009. 
[examines the flourishing of popular and classical music in mid-nineteenth-
century america and argues that four american authors—margaret Fuller, 
Whitman, William Wells Brown, and herman melville—were particularly 
“fascinated by the musical renaissance of antebellum america,” and that 
“the music and musical aesthetics of nineteenth-century america shaped 
the literary arguments” of these writers “as they tried to reform america 
of the social, economic, and political problems that beset it”; DAI-a 70 
(april 2010).]
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mclemee, Scott.  “Views: midsummer miscellany.”  Inside Higher Ed (august 
5, 2009), www.insidehighered.com/views.  [Contains a review of michael 
robertson, Worshipping Walt.]
miller, Jon.  “petroleum V. nasby, poet of Democracy, and his ‘psalm of 
gladness.’”  Walt Whitman Quarterly Review 27 (Summer/Fall 2009), 72-78. 
[reprints David ross locke’s parodic letter-poem (written in the persona 
of “whiskey-addicted Copperhead” petroleum V. nasby), “a psalm of glad-
ness—the Veto of the Civil rights Bill, and other matters, occasioning a 
Feeling of thankfulness in the minds of the Democracy,” and analyzes 
how the satire “associates nasby’s style of ‘jubilation’ with the poetry of 
Walt Whitman,” showing how “the satire does not attack Whitman’s verse 
so much as it condemns it by association with the style of nasby.”]
moraru, Christian.  “Speakers and Sleepers: Chang-rae lee’s Native Speaker, 
Whitman, and the performance of americanness.”  College Literature 36 
(2009), 66-91.  [examines Chang-rae lee’s novel Native Speaker (1995) 
and traces how Whitman “helps lee lay his own claim to american writer 
status,” analyzing the “Whitman intertext lodged inside his novel” and dis-
cerning ways in which lee “wants his story to be heard through Whitman’s 
voice” as a kind of “ventriloquial narrative that concurrently emulates and 
further modulates the precursor’s symbolically capacious idiom.”]
o’hare, Kristian.  “like poetry: a Collection of Short plays.”  ph.D. Disserta-
tion, Western michigan university, 2009.  [Five original plays; Like Poetry 
is about “a frustrated young man struggling to make sense of his formative 
years—with the help of Walt Whitman and a talking bar of soap”; DAI-a 
70 (march 2010).]
olaizola, andres.  “‘el lenguaje poético de Whitman según el lenguaje ensa-
yístico de martí: una aproximación a ‘el poeta Walt Whitman.’”  Espéculo 
37 (2007), n.p.  [examines José martí’s 1887 essay on Whitman (“el poeta 
Walt Whitman”) and argues that martí understood Whitman’s “rebellion 
and originality”; in Spanish.]  
o’neill, molly, ed.  American Food Writing: An Anthology with Classic Recipes. 
new york: library of america, 2007.  [reprints (73-74) part of a letter 
from Whitman to his mother (June 3, 1864), about getting ten gallons of 
ice cream for wounded soldiers.]
ortega galiano, José iván.  “Walt Whitman y el ideal poético racial en la 
américa prebélica.”  Espéculo 36 (2007), n.p.  [examines Whitman’s atti-
tudes toward slavery and african americans, focusing on the 1855 Leaves, 
in which Whitman humanizes and gives voice to both master and slave, 
realizing that both are enslaved as long as slavery exists; in Spanish.] 
park, Josephine nock-hee.  Apparitions of Asia: Modernist Form and Asian-
American Poetics.  new york: oxford university press, 2008.  [the intro-
duction contains a section, “passage to asia,” arguing that “Whitman’s 
presentation of the orient bears both the past legacy of transcendentalism 
and a proleptic vision of continued american expansion into the pacific, 
notably along industrial lines of advance,” and that “in Whitman’s poems 
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we may register both the contours of orientalism, a discourse that spans 
the West and reaches into ancient times, and a historically bound economic 
exigency specific to united States relations with east asia”; Chapter one, 
“Cathay to Confucius,” contains a section, “american Camerado” (25-31), 
that traces ezra pound’s career-long encounter with “the specter” of Whit-
man as he tried to “reform Whitman’s unruly america so that his own poetry 
could resonate with the nation”:  “pound’s alliance with america, learned 
through contending with the bard, folded into a new and revelatory influence 
in his poetry, and the twinned allegiance to america and the orient first 
evident in Lustra lasted for the duration of his work and, indeed, his life.”]
paryz, marek.  Figures of Dependence, Figures of Expansion: Representations of 
the Postcolonial and Imperial Experiences in the Discourse of American Tran-
scendentalism.  Warsaw [poland]: institute of english Studies, university of 
Warsaw, 2009.  [part three, “Walt Whitman: the national trajectory,” 
contains two chapters: Chapter Six, “postcolonial Whitman: the poet and 
the nation in the 1855 preface to Leaves of Grass” (189-219), which origi-
nally appeared in ilona Dobosiewicz and Jacek gutorow, eds., Community 
and Nearness (2007); and Chapter Seven, “passage to (more than) india: 
the poetics and politics of Whitman’s textualization of the orient” (221-
249), which originally appeared in agata preis-Smith and marek paryz, 
eds., The Poetics of America (2004).]
paryz, marek.  “global Communication and imperial imaginings in Walt 
Whitman’s poems.”  Polish Journal for American Studies 3 (2009), 35-47. 
[examines “the centrality of the notions of globality and communica-
tion in Walt Whitman’s shaping of the discourse of american empire in 
his poems,” arguing that “one of the symptomatic features of Whitman’s 
discourse of empire is the presence of naval imagery, with the ship as a 
figurative representation of the american expansive spirit,” and proposing 
that “the ocean features prominently in Whitman’s imperial imaginings as 
a space of connections”; goes on to argue that when Whitman “writes about 
the poet’s encounter with the other, he emphasizes the act of conveying 
messages rather than receiving them,” and thus the imagery of technology 
“plays a crucial role” in “Whitman’s imperial imaginings,” with “the new 
technologies of communication” important to him “because they reduce 
distances,” “making space appear to have shrunk” and allowing him to ac-
complish “what might be called a bodily annexation of the entire globe.”]
paulus, Stephen.  Walt Whitman’s New York.  2009.  [Choral work, premiered 
on april 23, 2009, at Carnegie hall, new york City, by the new york Choral 
Society, directed by John Daly goodwin, and the Brooklyn philharmonic, 
conducted by goodwin.]
perry, Jr., e. Warren.  Swift to My Wounded: Walt Whitman and the Civil War. 
Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian national portrait gallery, 2009.  [play, 
featuring Whitman talking about his Civil War experiences; drawn from 
Whitman’s Civil War poems and journals; first performed in 2006 at nan 
tucker mcevoy theatre, Smithsonian national portrait gallery, then in 
2008 in the national theatre’s helen hayes gallery.] 
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price, Kenneth m.  “tolerance and elimination in Whitman’s ‘land of all 
ideas’: a Complex prose manuscript and a previously unknown letter 
Fragment.”  Walt Whitman Quarterly Review 27 (Summer/Fall 2009), 66-71. 
[reproduces a previously unpublished reconstruction-era Whitman prose 
manuscript, with, on one side, two paragraphs of a partial draft of the first 
installment of Whitman’s New York Weekly Graphic series, “’tis But ten 
years Since,” and on the other side a fragment of a previously unknown 
letter; analyzes ways that the manuscript allows us to understand Whit-
man’s attack on extremism, whether it originated in the north or South.]
reder, John p.  “Seeing tongue, tasting eye: Words as Food in american 
Verse.”  ph.D. Dissertation, university of California, los angeles, 2009. 
[traces “a raw, ‘uncooked’ movement” in american poetry “from Whitman 
along a pound-Williams ‘axis’ into Black mountain, Deep image, and Beat 
‘schools’” that is “very much intrigued by language as neurally tangible mat-
ter,” “words treated as food, speech as self-sustenance, phonemes savored 
as oral fetishes”; DAI-a 70 (January 2010).]
rivera, Jacqueline rivera.  “De cantos y contracantos: Divergencias y conver-
gencias en la textualización del yo/notros en Walt Whitman y pedro mir.” 
Horizontes 48 (2007), 77-116.  [Studies Whitman’s influence on canonical 
latin american writers like José martí, pablo neruda, and Jorge Juis Borges, 
and places Whitman in the context of the history of american expansion-
ism and colonialism in latin america, then focuses on the Dominican 
republic and Whitman’s influence on Dominican poet pedro mir, who, 
in his “Contracanto a Walt Whitman,” appropriates Whitman’s poetics to 
voice the need for social justice, turning his “i” into a “we”; in Spanish.]
rodriguez, gregory.  “Walt Whitman’s answer to Joe Wilson.”  Los Angeles 
Times (September 14, 2009).  [Suggests that Whitman in Democratic Vistas 
had the answer to “bad political behavior”: “the only way to raise the sorry 
level of political discourse is to raise the level of culture in general.”]
rounds, anne lovering.  “‘Disintegrated yet part of the scheme’: Whitman’s 
Double legacy to poets of new york.”  ph.D. Dissertation, harvard univer-
sity, 2009.  [argues that, “in his city poems, Whitman consistently represents 
accumulation and conjunction together with self-erasure, disappearance, 
and death,” and traces “this articulation of simultaneous accumulation 
and absence in several of Whitman’s new york literary offspring: John 
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